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         The Life and Times of William Addison Caldwell: 
Virginia Tech’s First Student

Clara B. Cox

Introduction
The life of William Addison Caldwell, a native of Craig County, 

Virginia, and an alumnus of Virginia Agricultural and Mechanical College 
(VAMC, today’s Virginia Tech), did not differ much from the lives of 
hundreds of other students who attended the small college in Blacksburg—
except in one respect. Caldwell, called “Add” by his family,1 was the first 
boy to register when VAMC, an all-male school, opened its doors as a land-
grant institution on October 1, 1872.2 And he walked twenty to twenty-eight 
miles3 across two mountains from his home in Craig County to do so.4

Except for that singular—and historic—event, Caldwell’s life was not 
particularly remarkable, but because of his determination to get an education, 
Virginia Tech views him as symbolic “of the change education makes in 
the lives of those with the perseverance to pursue it.”5 This article looks at 
Caldwell’s life, from his family’s roots in Craig County through his student 
days at VAMC and from his professional life following his graduation to 
his untimely death in Wilmington, North Carolina. Since few documents 
about Caldwell exist, many of the details of his life must be surmised from 
materials that provide generalities about Craig County life in his day, give 
information on the early years of VAMC, or relate to reported events of 
organizations—such as the VAMC Corps of Cadets—to which he belonged.

The Caldwell Family
William Addison Caldwell was born on January 10, 1856, to George 

Charlton Caldwell (1832−1904) and his wife, Lorena Elizabeth Givens 
(1833−1914), in the Sinking Creek area of Craig County.6 He was the second 
of their eleven children, and his siblings were Milton McHenry “Mic” 
(1854−1939), Frank Braxton (1858−1925), Byron Wiley (1860−1945), 
Annie Lorena (1862−1939), Permelia Grace “Gracie” (1864−1962), Benton 
Montgomery (1868−1876), Nellie Blanche “Nell” (1870−1945), Ida L. 
(1872−1878), Charles Minor “Charlie” (1874−1938),7 and Emmett Gambill 
“Gam” (1877−1960).8 
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Although not all of the Caldwell siblings appear in this photograph, taken after they reached 
adulthood, it does show most of them: left to right, front row, Milton “Mic,” William 
Addison “Add,” Frank, and Byron; back row, Permelia Grace “Gracie,” Charles “Charlie,” 
Nellie “Nell,” and Gambill “Gam” (courtesy of Special Collections, Virginia Tech).

What was once the Caldwell home place still looks out over farmland that was owned by 
George Caldwell. George and his wife, Lorena, probably assigned chores, either on the 
farm or in the house, to their children (photo by Clara B. Cox).

Clara B. Cox
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Several generations of Caldwells had lived in Craig’s valleys since 
the 1770s, when King George III of England granted land to their forebear, 
John Caldwell.9 The land, rolling hills bordered by mountains in the Valley 
and Ridge Province (physiographic region) of Virginia,10 had once been part 
of Botetourt County, but that section of Botetourt and parts of Roanoke, 
Montgomery, Giles, and Monroe (now in West Virginia) counties were 
joined in 1851 to create the new county of Craig.11

George Caldwell served, at one time, as clerk of Craig County and 
its circuit courts. In his later years, he moved those of his family who had 
not left home to Radford, Virginia, and became involved in the real estate 
business. However, he was a farmer for most of his life and owned land 
in Craig County that he had inherited from his father, Archibald Caldwell 
Jr.12; his land was valued at five thousand dollars in the 1860 census so it 
can be assumed that he owned many acres.13 His large, two-story frame 
house, where his children were born,14 still sits above the base of a mountain, 
providing a panoramic view of the farmland that he owned and beyond.15 
Growing up on a farm, Add and his siblings surely had chores assigned to 
them, which was customary for the children of farmers during the nineteenth 
century.16 An enslaved person owned by their father before the Civil War17 
most likely aided with the farm work or helped Lorena Caldwell with her 
household chores or did both.18

Add Caldwell’s father probably encouraged or made arrangements 
for his children’s schooling after he returned from the Civil War, where he 
served from its beginning to its end in Company C, 22nd Virginia Regiment, 
reaching the rank of orderly sergeant.19 According to J. C. Martin, who 
examined the early history of education in Craig County, “The Confederate 
[soldier] who had been deprived by the war of such educational advantages 
as his time afforded was very anxious that his children . . . might have a 
better opportunity than he [had] had.”20 The method of educating Add and his 
school-age siblings can only be surmised since the county’s school records 
were destroyed by fire, but Craig County historian Jane Echols Johnston said 
that the Caldwell children most likely attended a one- or two-room school 
since several existed near the family farm at Sinking Creek. Or, she noted, 
they may have been taught by an instructor hired to go into their home, another 
method of education popular in the county among more prosperous residents. 
Add most likely spent his last year or two as a Craig County student in a 
public school since that system of education was introduced into the county 
in 1870.21 By 1871, the county could boast of having thirteen public and four 
private schools.22 After Add reached the age of sixteen, he was ready to move 
beyond what he could acquire in the education system of Craig County.

The Life and Times of William Addison Caldwell: Virginia Tech’s First Student
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VAMC and Add Caldwell
The Commonwealth of Virginia was re-admitted to the Union on 

January 26, 1870, nine years after the state had seceded to join other Southern 
states in forming the Confederate States of America. On March 5, 1870, 
fewer than two months later, the Virginia General Assembly voted to accept 
the provisions of the Morrill Act, federal legislation enacted and signed into 
law by President Abraham Lincoln during the Civil War. The act provided 
each state that accepted its provisions with thirty thousand acres of federal 
land per member of the state’s congressional delegation. The states were 
authorized to sell the land and use the proceeds “to fund public colleges that 
focused on agriculture and mechanical arts.”23 Within a week of the General 
Assembly’s vote, nine schools in Virginia had applied to secure the funds 
that the Morrill Act would make available. Before the General Assembly 
made its decision two years later, some twenty-four Virginia schools, in 
what the Daily Dispatch in Richmond dubbed the “War of the Colleges,”24 
were vying for the funds. Among them was a small, relatively insignificant 
boy’s college in Blacksburg known as the Preston and Olin Institute, which 
was supported by the Baltimore Conference of the Methodist Episcopal 
Church, South.25 

As a result of the planning and efforts of several men associated 
or formerly associated with the Blacksburg college and the locality’s 
representatives in Richmond,26 the General Assembly designated Preston 
and Olin as the state’s white land-grant institution. The designation required 
Montgomery County to supply twenty thousand dollars for the college and 
Preston and Olin itself to donate its property—a three-story brick building 
and five acres of land27—and change its name. The county and the school 
acquiesced, and Preston and Olin Institute was converted into Virginia 
Agricultural and Mechanical College in March of 1872.28 Gov. Gilbert C. 
Walker (1832−1885) appointed a board of visitors, and the board named 
the college’s first president, Charles Landon Carter Minor (1835−1903),29 
and a treasurer, V. E. Shepherd. The board also appointed a faculty of three 
men: Brig. Gen. James Henry Lane, professor of natural philosophy and 
chemistry, with military tactics assigned as well; Gray Carroll, professor of 
mathematics, with the added assignment of modern languages; and Charles 
Martin, professor of English language and literature, with ancient languages 
also assigned. The board decided to offer a three-year program of study in 
both agriculture and mechanical arts, although it determined it would delay 
hiring professors in either area of study until January 1873.30 Hired that 
month instead was W. B. Harvie as the farm manager,31 with John W. C. 
Davis, professor of technical agriculture and natural history, and Dr. M. G. 
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Ellzey, professor of technical mechanics, appointed in February.32 At some 
point before or soon after the college opened, the board also hired a black 
janitor and assistant to the faculty, Andrew Oliver, who served the institution 
from its beginning probably until the early to mid-1880s. Oliver’s son, 
named Andrew after his father, worked at the college as a messenger boy.33 
In other action, the board determined that the first-year courses would be the 
same for all students, and it set Tuesday, October 1, 1872, as opening day.34

As a member of the cadet corps, Add 
Caldwell probably had more interactions 
with Brig. Gen. James H. Lane (above) 
than any other college official since 
General Lane oversaw military operations 
at the college (courtesy of Special 
Collections, Virginia Tech).

Charles Landon Carter Minor (above) was 
the first president of Virginia Agricultural 
and Mechanical College and probably 
taught the bookkeeping class taken by Add 
Caldwell during his third year (courtesy of 
Special Collections, Virginia Tech). 

Probably very early in the morning of October 1, two Caldwell boys, 
Add and his eighteen-year-old brother, Mic, left home to walk to Blacksburg. 
Their trek was probably twenty to twenty-eight miles, depending on which 
local foot trails the boys may have followed. Johnston said they would have 
known about trails across the mountains that would have shortened their 
walk considerably more than following roads,35 and Virginia Tech alumnus 
J. Morris Brown estimated the distance at approximately twenty miles after 
measuring his own excursions from Sinking Creek to Blacksburg.36 The 
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fact that the Caldwell brothers walked to Blacksburg came to light in 1991, 
when Mic’s then ninety-year-old daughter, Katherine Caldwell Mendez, 
recalled her father telling her that he had walked with her Uncle Add “to 
Blacksburg to go to school.”37 However, Mic probably returned home since 
he did not enroll until November 2.38

The first student to show up at the school on October 1, 1872, was 
William Addison Caldwell.39 What prompted his interest in attending 
VAMC probably will never be known. He may have read about the new 
college in a newspaper, learned about it at his Craig County school, or 
heard of its existence through word of mouth elsewhere. Although President 
Minor placed numerous advertisements to secure students for the college in 
newspapers across the state, they did not appear until after Add’s enrollment 
and thus could not have served as an enticement for the teenager.40 Virginia 
Tech historian D. Lyle Kinnear described another possible reason for Add’s 
appearance that day:

The faculty gathered early; President Minor unlocked the front door, 
and he, [the faculty, and the school treasurer] filed into the building 
and somewhat nervously, it can be imagined, awaited the arrival of 
the first student. The wait was much longer than had been anticipated, 
but finally William A. Caldwell from Craig County “drifted” in. There 
is a completely unverified tradition that Caldwell’s appearance at 
the college was motivated more by curiosity than by any intention 
to enroll as a student. Certainly he had not been nominated for a 
state scholarship by his county superintendent of schools, as it 
sometimes has been asserted. Whatever his real motive may have 
been, immediately he was given a state scholarship by the faulty and 
enrolled as the first student in Virginia Agricultural and Mechanical 
College [emphasis added].41

Caldwell did, in fact, have a scholarship, but it was not given to him 
by the faculty, as Kinnear asserted,42 certainly not according to a report 
submitted to state officials by President Minor. On December 6, 1872, 
two months after the college opened, the General Assembly followed a 
request from the governor and instructed the Senate Committee on Public 
Institutions to obtain information from VAMC President Minor on the 
number of students in attendance, dates of matriculation, and counties in 
the state from which they were appointed. The legislature also requested 
information on the number of students whose expenses were not defrayed 
by the state.43 Minor complied on January 6, 1873; his report noted the 
scholarship status of each student, with two types of scholarships identified. 
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An “A” beside a student’s name meant that he was a scholarship appointee 
of his county school board, while a “B” beside a name indicated a student 
awarded a scholarship by the faculty under authorization of the VAMC 
Board of Visitors. Minor designated those students who had not received 
either type of scholarship with a “C” beside their respective names, meaning 
that they had to pay tuition and college fees. In the report, an “A” follows 
the name of William Addison Caldwell, whose name also tops the non-
alphabetical list of fourteen students who matriculated on October 1, an 
indication that he registered first. Thus, with a scholarship in hand from 
his county school board, young Add more than likely made that long walk 
from Sinking Creek with the sole purpose of registering as a student. Mic, 
the forty-fourth student to register, also received a scholarship, but Minor’s 
report showed that his came from the faculty.44

The scholarships freed each of the Caldwell boys from paying forty-
five dollars a year,45 at least for their first two years.46 Add’s scholarship also 
signified that his school trustees considered his proficiency while enrolled 
in Craig County public schools to be the highest (however, see below under 
Coursework) and his character to be good, per the state requirements to award 
such a scholarship. The total number of scholarships awarded to VAMC 
students was limited to the number of members of the House of Delegates.47

Constructed in the mid-1850s to house Olin and Preston Institute, which closed during 
the Civil War and reopened afterward as the Preston and Olin Institute, the Preston and 
Olin Building provided Virginia Agricultural and Mechanical College with dormitory and 
classroom space (courtesy of Special Collections, Virginia Tech).

The Life and Times of William Addison Caldwell: Virginia Tech’s First Student
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Other students trickled in over the month—never as many in a single 
day as the fourteen who had registered on the first day—prompting Minor 
to write to Gen. Joseph R. Anderson, a member of the VAMC Board of 
Visitors, during the first month of the college’s operation:

We have now thirty students matriculated, and there are, I think[,] a 
dozen more, of the vicinity, holding back in hope of some abatement 
of accommodation in the way of delay such as they have been used to 
received [sic] from the Preston and Olin Institute. We are corresponding 
with a good many others, but [it is] plain that our beginning is to 
be smaller than had been expected by most of those who were best 
informed in the matter.48 

By mid-November, newspapers reported that sixty students had registered 
and “the tide of entrance is steadily flowing on to as full numbers as can 
be comfortably accommodated.”49 By year’s end, ninety-three students 
had enrolled.50 Total enrollment during the college’s first year of operation 
eventually reached one hundred thirty-two, with all of the students hailing 
from Virginia.51 The slowness of student registrations, one newspaper 
surmised, was because the college was “organized late in the season, when 
the great body of educating people had already made arrangements for their 
sons at other schools . . . .”52

VAMC Student Add Caldwell

A Family Affair
Each of the four years that Add Caldwell was enrolled in VAMC, at 

least one of his brothers was enrolled as well. Mic, who matriculated a month 
after the college opened, was on the rolls again the following year; after a 
two-year respite, he returned to VAMC for the 1876−1877 and 1877−1878 
sessions, but he never graduated. One of their younger brothers, Frank, 
attended the school during Add’s third and fourth years, when Mic was not 
there, and the next two sessions, but like Mic, Frank did not graduate.53 

School Terms
The first school year at VAMC ran from October 1, 1872, to the last 

Wednesday in July 1873. After that, the schedule for the academic year 
was revised so that students had a long winter vacation, which began 
around Christmas and lasted until late February. The second academic year 
commenced on August 13, 1873, and ran until December 22, 1873. Thus, 
Add and Mic Caldwell had about a three-week break before they had to 
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return for their second year. After closing just before Christmas for vacation, 
school resumed on February 24, 1874, and continued until the following 
August 12.54 The student-produced Gray Jacket, presumably quoting 
President Minor, provided the justification for the school term, saying the 
winter vacation was “best suited for an institution of this character” because 
“the study of farm operations is interrupted at a less important season of the 
year,” besides “students from other sections of the country, while escaping 
the severity of winter in the mountains, will remain at College during the  
most pleasant and healthful part of the year.”55 

Room, Board, and Other Expenses
The scholarships awarded each of the Caldwell brothers covered 

tuition of $30.00, college fees of $10.00, and on-campus room rent of $5.00 
(if they lived on campus and brought bedding from home). Add and Mic 
were responsible for other expenses, which the college reported would “not 
exceed $150” for the 10-month session for scholarship recipients. Each 
student living on campus was responsible for paying $10.00−$12.00 for 
furnishings. However, this fee could be eliminated entirely if the student 
provided “the necessary articles of furniture from home.”56

Other fees for each student included $5.00−$7.50 for books, which, 
until 1881, were purchased from merchants in Blacksburg57; $7.50−$12.50 
for laundry; and $7.50 for fuel and lights. Coal was reportedly “convenient 
and cheap.”58 If a student lived and ate in Blacksburg, he paid $13.00−$15.00 
per month, which included room rent, fuel, and furnishings. The college 
also required each student to deposit $5.00 with the treasurer as a contingent 
fee to cover property damage, but if any balance of this fee remained at the 
close of the session, it was returned to the student.59 This fee was reduced to 
$3.00 for the 1874−1875 session, but an infirmary fee of $2.00 was added.60 
Meals cost $12.00 per month, and for the first session, all students had to 
eat in town. Since each healthy student was required to be a member of the 
corps of cadets—Add Caldwell fell into this category—such a student had 
to purchase his own uniform, which cost $17.25.61 That expense increased 
to $18.94 for the 1874−1875 session.62 

By 1875, expenses for students varied from $6.50 per month to $15.00 
per month, and it was possible, according to the Gray Jacket, “for state 
students to keep [their] year’s expenses, including books and uniform, 
within $110” (by “state student,” the Gray Jacket was referring to students 
with scholarships).63 From the time it opened, the college allowed some 
students to recoup some of their expenses by working on the farm or in the 
workshops or by filling any number of other jobs needed to maintain the 
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college, from tending livestock to erecting buildings,64 but it is not known if 
Add was one of these students.

Where Add Caldwell lived while he was enrolled in VAMC may never 
be known. When the land-grant institution commenced operations, it had the 
Preston and Olin Building; a five-acre lot; and a two-hundred-fifty-acre estate 
known as Solitude, which included a house and farm buildings. The estate 
was purchased on October 1, 1872, from Robert Taylor Preston. Since Preston 
and his wife, Mary, were allowed to live in the house until their deaths, that 
facility was not available for use by the college until 1881, when Mary died 
a year after her husband’s demise.65 The Preston and Olin Building, while it 
served as a Methodist-supported college, contained “three recitation rooms, 
a chapel, and twenty-four lodging rooms.”66 These lodging rooms, although 
unfurnished,67 continued to serve the same purpose when VAMC opened, 
but the number of rooms available became inadequate as enrollment grew 
during the first year. According to Virginia Tech Corps of Cadets historian 
Col. Harry D. Temple, the building “could not house the entire student body, 
even with crowding three cadets to a room.”68 Virginia Tech historian Jenkins 
M. Robertson also reported that the facility was “not large enough to house 
the total student body by the end of the first year. Consequently, students 
had the option of living in town or on campus . . . .”69 In a survey of historic 
Blacksburg architecture, architectural historian Gibson Worsham noted: 

According to historian Col. 
Harry Temple, school officials 
at Virginia Agricultural and 
Mechanical College had to 
stuff students three per room 
in an effort to provide lodging 
on campus when the land-
grant school opened in 1872. 
However, as enrollment grew 
throughout the year, eventually 
reaching one hundred thirty-
two students, hotels and other 
forms of lodging in the town 
of Blacksburg became living 
options (courtesy of Special 
Collections, Virginia Tech). 
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“The town supported a number of hotels in this period, mostly to house and 
feed the students at the college.” Worsham also discussed a commercial/
residential block constructed around 1870 called Lybrook’s Row, which he 
said was known as “Hell’s Row” because “early students of the Virginia 
Agricultural and Mechanical College resided there.”70 William Addison 
Caldwell, as the first student on the scene, had the option of living in one 
of the on-campus rooms, but a hotel room or other town lodging could 
have been his choice, although it would have cost him more. With three 
students per room on campus, those rooms could accommodate seventy-
two students, or slightly fewer than fifty-five percent of the 1872 VAMC 
cadets. With lodging cheaper on campus, it seems more likely that both 
Add and Mic lived in the Preston and Olin Building, especially since their 
respective scholarships covered on-campus room rents.

There is no question, however, about whether Add and his classmates 
ate on campus; they did not. Since VAMC initially had no facilities for 
providing meals, all students ate in Blacksburg, most taking their board at 
Luster House (Luster Hotel) or at any of several other hotels.71 The college 
began offering meals on campus in 1873, and students who selected that 
option—called “table board”—paid ten to twelve dollars per month.72 
With cadets providing the labor and the college furnishing the construction 
materials that year, several small, frame buildings were erected on campus 
specifically to serve meals, and students then had the option—until the 
1881−1882 school year—of eating in town or on campus.73 Until 1876, these 
“messes,” as the military calls its dining facilities, were the only buildings 
added to the campus.7

Coursework
According to state educator William H. Ruffner, Virginia Agricultural 

and Mechanical College was designed to be
 
a truly technical school of secondary grade. Its whole cast will have 
special reference to the wants of the “industrial classes”; by which are 
meant those who are directly (not remotely) engaged in producing, 
developing, or shaping the material products of the State; and its 
ultimate object is not to educate them out of, but in and for their 
vocations; and not only to make them more capable of achieving 
success, but to give them enthusiasm for their work.75

Academically, the college was organized into three departments, 
including a literary department, scientific department, and technical department, 
to provide three-year courses of study for both agricultural and mechanical 
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students.76 The college adopted a curriculum, which it required every student to 
follow. According to the first VAMC catalogue, the junior (first) year included 
arithmetic, English grammar, geography, French or German, physics, Latin 
and Greek (optional), weekly compositions, algebra, and English composition. 
As noted earlier, instruction in military tactics was also required for all healthy 
students.77 Based on an extant report card, however, at some time during the 
next three years, several courses were added to junior year offerings: dictation, 
penmanship, and farm work (presumably just for agriculture students; shop 
work was probably required for mechanical arts students).78 

A couple of months after classes started, President Minor wrote that 
he was “embarrassed by the fact that the wants of the students who have 
come to us have forced us to vary materially from the strictly technical 
training enjoined by the organization Committee’s report.” He reported that 
a number of them had arrived with “the scantiest preparation,” making it 
necessary for VAMC to “include much of the work properly belonging to 
the high schools, or even the grammar schools, thus leaving it impossible 
to do all that is to be desired in the special technical courses.”79 Indeed, the 
extant report card shows an initial “preparatory year,” when mathematics, 
English grammar, geography, elocution, dictation, penmanship, Latin, 
composition (written), military tactics, and farm work were taught.80 The 
fact that it took Add Caldwell an extra year to complete the requirements 
for graduation points to the likelihood that he was one of those scantily 
prepared students. If so, his first-year studies would have included at least 
some of those courses listed above for the preparatory year. 

The board of visitors determined before VAMC opened and before 
President Minor found his students lacking in educational achievement that 
“two parallel courses of two years each, suited to agricultural and mechanical 
students respectively” would follow the first year. However, rather than the 
board of visitors determining the coursework for those two years, it left the 
duty of preparing “a working programme” to the faculty once a faculty had 
been appointed.81 

During the last two years of Add Caldwell’s studies and if his education 
in agriculture followed the board’s intended path, he would have been 
exposed to the college’s experimental farm of about two hundred forty-
five acres. However, based on his one existing report card, farm work was 
also part of the preparatory and the junior years.82 According to VAMC’s 
first catalogue, “This farm has been well equipped, and the students in the 
agricultural department will there be taught practically the most improved 
methods of cultivation, under the direction of the Professor of Agriculture 
and the Farm Manager.”83
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Young Caldwell’s performance in his classes during four years at 
VAMC is only partially known. His obituary said he graduated “at the head 
of his class,”84 but the reporter most likely confused his status as the college’s 
first student, especially since those grades that survive do not indicate that 
he was an exceptional student; he took an extra year to complete the three-
year program in agriculture; at least two of his grades were below that 
considered “tolerable” by the college (see below); and he was not included 
in the list of outstanding students published in the Gray Jacket at the time 
of his graduation.85

The only report card of Add Caldwell known to exist (above) was mailed 
to his father at the end of Add’s third year in college. It reveals some 
of the changes made in the curriculum after Virginia Agricultural and 
Mechanical College opened (courtesy of Special Collections, donated by 
Frank Yingling Caldwell Jr).
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William Addison Caldwell’s 1875 report card was mailed to his father 
in Craig County on July 17 at the end of Add’s third year at VAMC.86 At that 
time, the college based grades on a 10-point scale, with 10 being “perfect,” 
the highest grade a student could obtain; 8 was “satisfactory”; and 7 was 
“tolerable.”87 Add’s courses and grades were as follows:

Intermediate Year 

 Mathematics        5  French     8

 Chemistry        788  Compositions (written)   10

 Natural History        8  Military Tactics    9.5

 Composition and Rhetoric       7.5  Farm Work    10

Senior Year

 Book-Keeping                          5

Most likely, President Minor instructed Add in the bookkeeping course 
since it was one of two subjects the college president taught.89

As noted above, VAMC’s two majors had been designed as three-year 
courses of study before the college opoened. Thus, the “Intermediate Year” 
on the report card probably reflected what would have been Add Caldwell’s 
second year of instruction, unless his progress was slowed by having to take 
preparatory courses. Based on the report card, mathematics, history and English 
literature, moral philosophy, political economy, astronomy, agriculture, 
technical mechanics, mechanical drawing, compositions (written), military 
tactics, and farm work awaited Add’s “Senior Year” of studies.

Thus, rather than three-year courses of study, students’ lack of 
preparation for college forced VAMC to change its plans to include a 
preparatory year. For those students enrolled in preparatory courses, the 
junior year became the second year; the intermediate year, the third year; 
and the senior year, the fourth year. Only twelve students graduated in 
187590; presumably, they did not require preparatory work.

The Military Component
As can be noted from Add Caldwell’s grade on the report card, he 

did very well in military tactics, scoring a 9.5 out of a possible grade of 
10 and indicating that his participation in VAMC’s military activities was 
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well above average. The entire 
college was under military 
discipline from its beginning 
until the early 1920s.91 During 
the first week of October 
1872, a single infantry-type 
company was formed, with a 
second one organized as more 
students enrolled. The cadets 
drilled twice each week at 
first, then daily.92 Robertson 
reported that the cadets were 
“required to meet formations, 
march to classes, pass room 
inspections, have military 
passes when off campus, 
and conform to other types 
of military behavior.”93 This 
military component of VAMC 
“became a unit of the Virginia 
State Active Militia under the 
governor of Virginia . . . .”94 
Students were assigned to one 
of two companies, A or B, and 
each wore a standard uniform: 

a cap, jacket, and pants of cadet gray, trimmed with black. Add, a member of 
Company B, attained the rank of second sergeant by his final year in college.95

Information about corps’ activities gives us a glimpse into some of 
Add Caldwell’s life at VAMC, from daily military requirements on campus, 
listed above, to trips off campus. Each Memorial Day, the corps marched 
to Montgomery White Sulphur Springs, approximately eight miles away, 
to honor the Confederate soldiers buried there and returned to campus 
the same day. On June 21, 1873, the cadets were assembled at 7:30 in the 
morning and arrived at the resort before 10:00 a.m.96 Their precision that 
day elicited praise from a Richmond newspaper, which reported that the 
cadets did “both themselves and the officers a great deal of credit. They are 
a fine, gentlemanly set of fellows, and their behavior during the entire day 
evinced refinement and careful training.”97 Two years later, according to 
the Gray Jacket, parts of the two companies formed one company for the 
long march, while the remaining cadets rode to the ceremony, prompting 

Add Caldwell had reached the rank of second 
sergeant in Company B before his graduation 
(courtesy of Special Collections, Virginia Tech).
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a comment from a General Preston (most likely Col. Robert Preston of 
Solitude) that it was a “d_____ poor militia that had to be hauled about in 
ambulances.” At least those who marched “won many flattering comments 
from the assembly.”98 Information about whether Add Caldwell marched or 
rode to the resort that day could not be found.

In an earlier trip taken in 1875 by the corps, the cadets journeyed to 
Richmond at the beginning of Add Caldwell’s final year in college for the 
unveiling of a statue of Stonewall Jackson. On the return trip, they spent the 
night in Farmville, Virginia.99 Thanks to the corps, then, Add Caldwell did not 
spend all of his school days on campus or in the small town of Blacksburg.

Extra-curricular Activities
Since students had to provide their own entertainment, they often 

relieved their boredom by playing pranks,100 although several other forms 
of entertainment were sometimes available. Many nights during the college 
sessions, dancing was a readily available activity. Students could attend 
dances at Yellow Sulphur Springs101 or at “the nearby watering places,” 
except during the winter months,102 but Add Caldwell’s participation in 
these pastimes could not be ascertained. Nor could it be determined if he 
joined in any of the “haphazard” sports organized by students, such as 
running and jumping; participated in outdoor activities such as hiking, 
fishing, and hunting; or attended one of three churches in Blacksburg on 
Sundays, a practice encouraged by the college.103 However, in later life, he 
was a member of a Presbyterian church in at least two different localities, 
so he may have attended the one located in Blacksburg during his college 
days. Just before he graduated, he received a bible, dated July 4, 1876, from 
a Mrs. William C. McKemey, a possible indication that he was already a 
churchgoer.104

Another extra-curricular activity offered both companionship and 
entertainment on campus. Initially, students participated in the Virginia 
Literary Society, which they organized in 1872. Because of its rapid growth 
during the first year, that society was divided into the Sophsonian Society, 
which became the Lee Literary Society in early 1873, and the Philomathian 
Society, which changed its name to the Maury Literary Society in mid-1873. 
President Minor was a frequent visitor at the meetings of these societies, 
which focused on public speaking, debate, and creative writing, providing 
their respective members with valuable training in these areas. They also 
introduced the first student publication, the Gray Jacket, in 1875,105 which, 
at least for the first two years of publication, was issued five times a session. 
The first issue was printed in July of that year.106
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Add Caldwell was a member of the Maury Literary Society and served 
on a joint committee representing both his society and the Lee society 
during March of his last year at VAMC. The committee, according to the 
Gray Jacket, concurred with the societies of Washington and Graham-Lee 
(both student organizations at Washington and Lee University107) in having 
a convention in Lynchburg, Virginia, to organize an “Inter Collegiate 
Association of Virginia.” The committee recommended that the VAMC 
societies “participate in the . . . [c]onvention and send a delegate from each 
[s]ociety.”108 The following month, delegates from the literary societies 
of several colleges in Virginia met in Lynchburg to officially organize the 
intercollegiate association. Colleges represented at the meeting were William 
and Mary; Richmond; Hampden Sidney; Emory and Henry; Roanoke; and 
VAMC, which sent S. P. Snavely and R. Withers. During the meeting, the 
delegates decided that the association would hold oratory competitions, 
with “each college entitled to one contestant.” They set the first competition 
for the following November in Lynchburg.109 Beyond Add’s committee 
work to support an organizing convention, it could not be learned if he 
was involved in any other efforts involving the association. However, by 
the time the association held its first competition, he had already graduated 
from college.

According to Colonel Temple, nearly all of the societies’ members 
attended meetings.110 Thus, Add Caldwell probably was among members of 
the audience when the Maury Literary Society held a public debate on May 
9, 1876. Following arguments by both sides, the audience determined “that 
women suffrage should not be allowed” by selecting the negative team as 
the winner of the debate.111

 
Add Caldwell’s Graduation

William Addison Caldwell finished his coursework in time to join 
VAMC’s second graduating class in the 1876 commencement exercises, 
which began on Sunday evening, August 6, with a sermon by the Rev. 
Oscar F. Flippo of Baltimore. The sermon, according to the Gray Jacket, 
“was considered one of much beauty and force,” and the Reverend Flippo 
“greatly endeared himself to the students” by “his genial manners and 
warm heart.”112 A former missionary and minister in Delaware, the Rev. 
Oscar Farish Flippo (1835−1903) had become editor of the Baptist Visitor, 
a monthly periodical, before moving to Baltimore to assume duties as the 
pastor of a Baptist church there. Two years after his VAMC sermon, he 
settled in Virginia to continue his work as a missionary and pastor, which 
included a pastorate in Roanoke, Virginia, from 1886 to 1893.113
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Colonel Temple reported that on the evening of the next day, a 
graduation ball was held in the ballroom of the Yellow Sulphur Springs 
Hotel.114 However, according to historical information posted online via 
Virginia Heritage, the resort’s new hotel was destroyed by fire in 1873 and 
was not rebuilt until 1888.115 Thus, while the Class of 1876 may have enjoyed 
a graduation ball, it is unlikely that it occurred at Yellow Sulphur Springs.

VAMC’s 1876 commencement exercises continued on August 8 in 
the Methodist church in town, where Add and his fellow seniors listened 
to the fourth annual address116 before the literary societies, delivered by 
Maj. John W. Daniel of Lynchburg, Virginia. Major Daniel chose the theme 
“The Defense of the Present Age” for his talk, about which the Gray Jacket 
reported, “To say that his address was beautiful, chaste, elegant, and eloquent 
is to bestow but faint praise upon it.” The publication declined to give a 
synopsis of the presentation “as we would only do Maj. Daniel injustice” 
but noted that the talk would “increase the wide fame which he has already 
won as an orator.”117 John Warwick Daniel Sr. (1842−1910) was a well-
known orator, especially on topics related to the Confederacy, and was often 
called the “Golden-tongued Orator of the South.”118 He was a state senator, 
an author, and a former member of Virginia’s House of Delegates when the 
VAMC Class of 1876 heard him speak. In the years following his VAMC 
presentation, he addressed the Democratic National Convention and was 
elected to the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.119 

The Gray Jacket further reported that Virginia Gov. James Lawson 
Kemper (1823−1895) attended the Daniel presentation and was “loudly 
called for” and “responded in a brief but able and eloquent speech. His 
words went to the hearts of his auditors, and many are grateful to him for 
his kindly words of praise and encouragement.” At 5:00 p.m. the same day, 
the governor and the college’s board of visitors reviewed the battalion and 
“expressed themselves as highly pleased with the ‘beauty, precision, and 
promptness’ with which the movements were executed.” After the governor 
complimented the cadets, their Adjutant General Frye presented him with a 
petition for more guns, which elicited a promise from Kemper not only for 
the guns but also for “a battery of artillery with harness and all complete.” 
Afterward, at the prompting of the governor, the cadets called on several 
guests to speak, among them Col. Robert Preston of Solitude; Gen. William 
Henry Fitzhugh Lee, a state senator and son of Gen. Robert E. Lee; and 
Daniel Coleman DeJarnette Sr., a former member of Virginia’s House of 
Delegates and the U.S. House of Representatives.120

That night, the Maury Literary Society held its fourth annual celebration 
at the Methodist church. Following orations and debates, Professor Martin 
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and Thomas N. Conrad, editor of the local Montgomery Messenger, former 
president of the Preston and Olin Institute, and later president of VAMC,121 
presented awards for oratory and debate.122 As an active member of that 
society, Add Caldwell most likely attended the event, especially since it was 
part of the graduation ceremonies.

On the morning of Wednesday, August 9, President Minor presented 
diplomas to twenty-seven graduating students, including William Addison 
Caldwell.123Afterward, the Gray Jacket reported, Gen. Jas. H. Williams of 
Winchester, Virginia, delivered the annual address to faculty and students.124 
A member of the state’s House of Delegates,125 Virginia native James 
Harrison Williams (1836−1903) had been a prominent member of the 
Shenandoah County (Virginia) bar, a member of the Iowa state legislature, 
a newspaper correspondent, and a Confederate soldier before his election to 
the Virginia legislature.126 According to the Gray Jacket, “He was followed 
by Hon. John Dodson.”127

Another event on the morning of August 9 concluded the graduation 
ceremonies for the Class of 1876. The new graduates held an alumni 
meeting in the Lee Society hall and heard remarks by President Minor 
and J. Lawrence Radford of Montgomery County.128 Radford, a VAMC 
alumnus who had graduated with the first class in 1875, may have been 
the same J. Lawrence Radford who was the top landowner, with 1,260 
acres of land, in the community that became known as Radford, Virginia.129 
During the meeting, the alumni association elected officers for the ensuing 
year, including William Addison Caldwell as secretary, and scheduled the 
next meeting for the following year.130 No information on whether the new 
secretary attended that meeting could be found.

William Addison Caldwell’s Professional Life

Teaching School in Craig County, Virginia
If Add Caldwell was typical of many alumni described in the Gray 

Jacket in 1877, he may well have returned to Craig County immediately 
after graduating and obtained a job as a schoolteacher. If so, he probably 
still helped his father, at least some, on the farm. An editor of the Gray 
Jacket complained in 1877 that “so few of our ‘Old Boys’ are farmers” and 
that “so many of them became teachers.” But, the editor continued,

We must remember that these gentlemen are, as far as we are informed, 
teaching public schools in their immediate neighborhoods, and that the 
session of these schools, in most cases, holds only through a part of 
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the fall, winter, and spring months, leaving cropping months entirely 
out. Now from what we can learn of the matter[,] our “Old Boys” are 
farming in summer and teaching in winter; thus they are most aptly 
filling their places as good citizens and grateful sons of Virginia.131

Certainly by 1880, Add, Mic, and Frank were living with their parents in 
Sinking Creek, and all three were teaching school.132 At that time, Craig 
County employed twenty-six teachers, including twenty-two white males 
and four white females, for its twenty-six public schools.133

Working in Roanoke, Virginia
How long or where Add Caldwell taught cannot be ascertained, but by 

1887, he was living in Roanoke, possibly with his youngest brother, Gam.134 
There, Add worked in the general office of Norfolk and Western Railway.135 
Since Gam and Frank both worked at one time for Norfolk and Western, the 
three brothers may have worked there together.136 Some evidence exists that 
Frank was a Roanoke resident at least part of the time while Add was living 
there (see below). Nonetheless, Add’s work at the railroad office prompted 
a description of him as “a well known and popular employee.”137

During all or part of the time Add resided in Roanoke, he was a 
member of the First Presbyterian Church.138 At some point before leaving 
the area, he became interested in the real estate business, but whether he 
derived any income from the sale of property could not be ascertained.139 
He may also have served as a juror on more than one occasion. The local 
newspaper listed a William A. Caldwell as a member of the jury pool for 
the September 1893 term of the Hustings court. His brother Frank may 
have served with him since the list also includes a B. Caldwell—because 
of damage to the newspaper, the first name is missing; however, Frank’s 
middle initial was B.140 Three years later, Add possibly served on a special 
grand jury for the criminal term of the court since the newspaper named a 
W. A. Caldwell as having been summoned for that purpose.141 Throughout 
his years in Roanoke, Add apparently impressed those around him since a 
later report of his life in the city noted that “he was highly esteemed.”142 

Tackling Jobs in Wilmington, North Carolina 
Add Caldwell relocated to Wilmington, North Carolina, around 

1898143 and moved his church membership from First Presbyterian Church 
in Roanoke to St. Andrew’s Presbyterian Church in Wilmington in March 
1902.144 In Wilmington, he worked for several large wholesale firms on the 
wharf: the Stove Company, Mr. W. B. Cooper (probably William Bryant 
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Cooper, former governor of North Carolina, who was a prominent banker 
and businessman in the area145), Messrs. Blair & Healy, and the C. C. 
Covington Company, traveling part of the time out of Wilmington.146 The 
Virginia Tech Alumni Association reported in 1911 that Add had been a 
salesman for a molasses firm,147 and at least two of the firms for whom 
he worked were involved in the molasses trade: Blair & Healy148 and the 
C. C. Covington Company, which was a direct importer of molasses and 
shipped it throughout the South.149 W. B. Cooper was involved at various 
times in the wholesale grocery business, a peanut cleaning operation,150 
and probably the produce business since he was president of the Produce 
Exchange in Wilmington.151 It could not be ascertained if Add Caldwell 
worked for him in one or more of these enterprises. No information could 
be found regarding the Stove Company.

Add Caldwell’s death
After Add left the family home place in Craig County, Mic moved to 

Radford and later persuaded his parents to sell the family farm in Sinking 
Creek and to move to Radford as well. Two sisters, Gracie and Nell—like 
their brother Add, the two never married—moved with their parents to a 
house across the street from Mic. During summer vacations, Add visited his 
relatives in Radford.152

Sometime before 1910, Add’s health declined, and Katherine Caldwell 
Mendez remembered that her favorite uncle underwent surgery for a brain 
tumor. He recuperated from the operation at his mother’s home—his father 
had died in 1904153—spending more than one summer there. According to 
Mrs. Mendez, the doctor told Add that salt air would be good for him, so 
he secured a position in the spring of 1910 as a clerk at the Tarrymoore 
Hotel,154 which had been constructed in 1905 at Wrightsville Beach near 
Wilmington.155 The job, which he probably started around the first of June, 
was to last until September 1.156

On June 15, 1910, Add wrote to Katherine (Mrs. Mendez), who had 
developed a fond attachment for this uncle who would play games, such 
as “hole in the wall,” with her and help her with such chores as capping 
strawberries.157 In the letter, which included several pictures of the beach, 
Add wrote that it had been “too cold and rainy” for the hotel to have many 
guests but that “by July 1st we expect to have the house full. Don’t know 
how I am going to like my job, haven’t had much to do so far.” He noted that 
the hotel was “a fine place to spend the summer” but said he would rather 
spend it in Radford.158
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Regarding his health, he wrote, “I have not been here long enough 
to tell whether the salt air is going to benefit me or not.” He continued, “I 
am feeling about the same, no worse, no better.” He closed the letter by 
asking Katherine, who was then nine years old, to “[r]emember me to your 
grandmother [his mother] and with much love to all of you and especially 
to yourself, I am fondly yours, Add.”159 The two-page letter can be seen in 
the Appendix.

Those would be the last words young Katherine—and probably any 
other family member—would ever receive from him. On June 19, just four 
days after he wrote the letter, he fainted, sustaining a severe fall that ruptured 
a blood vessel in his brain (one newspaper named the rupture as the cause 
of death,160 while another one claimed that he died from a tumor or abscess 
on the base of the brain161). He was taken to the James Walter Memorial 
Hospital in Wilmington, where “it was thought he would recover.” However, 
he “suffered a relapse, and from that time, he continued to sink rapidly until 
the end came” on June 29, 1910. Only his younger brother Gam was with 
him when he died, and Gam accompanied the body to Radford.162 According 
to the Roanoke Times, “He had been in failing health a long time,”163 which 
corroborates what Katherine Mendez remembered. 

Add Caldwell’s funeral was held in his mother’s home in Radford. 
His old pastor from the First Presbyterian Church in Roanoke, Dr. William 
Creighton Campbell (1850−1936), conducted the service, with assistance 
from three other pastors, the Rev. John L. Einstein, headmaster of St. Albans 
School in Radford; the Rev. J. Harry Whitmore, pastor of the Presbyterian 
church in Radford; and the Rev. Paul Seig. On July 1, 1910, William 
Addison Caldwell was buried in the Caldwell family cemetery on Sixth 
Street in Radford,164 where those brothers who had joined him as classmates 
at VAMC; his parents; and siblings Gam, Charlie, Gracie, and Nellie, all 
now rest with him.165 

Conclusion
William Addison Caldwell’s twenty- to twenty-eight-mile trek from 

his home in the Sinking Creek area of Craig County across two mountains 
to Blacksburg to register at VAMC and his willingness to continue his 
education for an extra year in order to obtain his diploma in agriculture 
demonstrate his unwavering focus on furthering his education. Today, his 
long walk is memorialized by the Virginia Tech Corps of Cadets, whose 
first-year cadets and their training cadre make two representative walks 
annually. The first one, which occurs in the fall, begins in front of Add’s 
Craig County home and continues across Gap Mountain to Caldwell Fields, 
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Add Caldwell’s mother and siblings buried 
him in the family cemetery where his father 
had been interred six years earlier. The 
Woodsmen of the World placed a marker at 
his gravesite (left). The words on the marker 
can be seen more clearly in the second 
photograph (photos by Clara B. Cox).

an area in the Washington and Jefferson National Forest named for Add; 
Mic; and their father, George. The second march, held in the spring of each 
year, starts between Gap and Brush mountains about a quarter of a mile 
from Caldwell Fields, crosses Brush Mountain, and concludes in the Upper 
Quad on the Virginia Tech campus; it represents the second half of Add’s 
walk to Blacksburg (no one knows the exact trail he and his brother took).166 

Several memorials also honor Add Caldwell’s determination, 
perseverance, and historical significance, two on the Virginia Tech campus; 
one in Craig County; and one, Caldwell Fields, in Montgomery County. 
On campus, a lounge on the top floor of the G. Burke Johnston Student 
Center bears his name and features a plaque about the Craig County native, 
all dedicated in 1993 (a portrait of Add, painted by one of his nephews, 
also hangs in the lounge).167 The second campus memorial features a 
marker about Add’s life and a statue of him sculpted by Tech alumnus and 
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employee Lawrence Reid Bechtel and dedicated in 2006.168 The statue was 
moved in 2017 from its position behind Brodie Hall to the Upper Quad. 
Off-campus, in addition to Caldwell Fields, a state historical marker about 
William Addison Caldwell, funded jointly by Virginia Tech and Craig 
County during the university’s 125th anniversary celebration, stands beside 
State Route 42, about three miles from the Caldwell home place.

These varied memorials remind us that a sixteen-year-old boy hiked 
as much as twenty-eight miles and struggled through an extra year of school 
to obtain the education that meant so much to him. Through those actions, 
he not only became an historic symbol of perseverance and determination, 
but he also set an example for thousands of students who turn to institutions 
of higher education to acquire the knowledge and skills that can lead to 
richer lives and better futures.
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opening of the college known 
today as Virginia Tech (photo by 
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Appendix

Below is the transcription of Add Caldwell’s 1910 letter to Katherine 
Caldwell (Mendez), followed by a photocopy of the original two-page letter, 
which was donated to Virginia Tech by Mrs. Mendez and is held in Special 
Collections:

June 15, 1910

Dear Katherine:
I am enclosing you a few pictures of the Beach but you cannot form 

much idea of the Beach or Ocean without seeing them. The Tarrymoore 
hasn’t much crowd yet, too cold and rainy, by July 1st we expect to have 
the house full. Don’t know how I am going to like my job, haven’t had 
much to do so far. It is a fine place to spend the summer and that is what 
brought me more than anything else. I will be here until September 1st 
– Don’t know when I will get home, I will have to figure that out after 
September.

[Page 2]
If I were able to lose the time I would go to Radford and stay all summer. 
I have not been here long enough to tell whether the salt air is going to 
benefit me or not – I am feeling about the same, no worse or better. I 
suppose you are having a good time since your school was out. It is a pity 
you can’t go through life without having more real trouble than you are 
having now, if you do have to cap gooseberries. Tell sister [Katherine’s 
sister, Sallie] I am going to send her some pictures before I leave here.

There is no post office on the Beach. All mail is sent to Wilmington and 
delivered twice per day by carriers from that office.

Remember me to your Grandmother and with much love to all of you and 
especially to your self, I am –

Fondly yours,
Add  
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